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We propose a method based on optially deteted magneti resonane (ODMR) to measure the

deoherene time T2 of a single eletron spin in a semiondutor quantum dot. The eletron spin

resonane (ESR) of a single exess eletron on a quantum dot is probed by irularly polarized laser

exitation. Due to Pauli bloking, optial exitation is only possible for one of the eletron-spin

states. The photoluminesene is modulated due to the ESR whih enables the measurement of

eletron-spin deoherene. We study di�erent possible shemes for suh an ODMR setup.

PACS numbers: 78.67.H, 76.70.Hb, 71.35.Pq

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum information an be enoded in states of an

eletron spin 1=2 in a semiondutor quantum dot.

1

How-

ever, information proessing is intrinsially limited by the

spin lifetime. For single spins, one distinguishes between

two harateristi deay times T1 and T2. The relax-

ation of an exited spin state in a magneti �eld into

the thermal equilibrium is assoiated with the spin re-

laxation time T1, whereas the spin deoherene time T2
is related to the loss of phase oherene of a single spin

that is prepared in a superposition of its eigenstates. Ex-

perimental T2 measurements of single spins in quantum

dots are highly desirable beause T2 is the limiting time

sale for oherent spin manipulation.

Reent optial experiments have demonstrated the o-

herent ontrol and the detetion of exitoni states of sin-

gle quantum dots.

2

Nevertheless, the measurement of the

T2 time of a single eletron spin in a quantum dot using

optial methods has turned out to be an intriate prob-

lem. This is mainly due to the interation of the eletron

and the hole inside an exiton.

3

The eletron and hole

spin are deoupled only if the hole spin ouples (via spin-

orbit interation) stronger to the environment than to

the eletron spin. Reent experiments, measuring Fara-

day rotation, have suggested that this is not the ase for

exitons in quantum dots.

4

Alternatively, if eletron-hole

pairs are exited inside the barrier material of a quan-

tum dot heterostruture, the arriers di�use after their

reation to the dots and are aptured inside them within

typially tens of pioseonds.

5,6

By that time, eletron

and hole spins have deoupled. In suh an experiment,

the Hanle e�et would allow the measurement of eletron-

spin deoherene. However, this approah

7

has not yet

given onlusive results for T2.

What is a promising approah to measure the eletron-

spin deoherene time T2 by optial methods? For this,

initially some oherene of the eletron spin must be pro-

dued, preferably in the absene of holes. This an be

done using eletron spin resonane (ESR). The oher-

ene deays and, after some time, the remaining oher-

ene is measured optially. This implies using optially

deteted magneti resonane (ODMR). ODMR shemes

have, e.g., been applied to measure the spin oherene of

single nitrogen-vaany enters in diamond.

8

For quan-

tum dots, ODMR has reently been applied to eletrons

and holes in CdSe dots

9

and to exitons in InAs/GaAs

dots.

10

While these two experiments have not onsidered

single spin oherene, the feasibility of the ombination

of ESR and optial methods in quantum dot experiments

has been demonstrated.

In this work, we make use of Pauli bloking of exi-

ton reation

11

in an ODMR setup. We show that the

linewidth of the photoluminesene as a funtion of the

ESR �eld frequeny provides a lower bound on T2. Fur-

ther, if pulsed laser and w ESR exitation are applied,

eletron spin Rabi osillations an be deteted via the

photoluminesene.

We onsider quantum dots whih on�ne eletrons

as well as holes (type I dots). We assume a ground

state where the dot is harged with one single eletron.

This an be ahieved, e.g., by n doping

12

or by eletri-

al injetion.

13

Suh a single-eletron state an be op-

tially exited, whih leads to the formation of a nega-

tively harged exiton, onsisting of two eletrons and one

hole. Reent experiments on InAs dots

14,15

and GaAs

dots

16

have shown that in the harged exiton ground

state, the two eletrons form a spin singlet in the lowest

(ondution-band) eletron level and the hole oupies

the lowest (valene-band) hole level. Note that single-

eletron level spaings an be relatively large, e.g., on

the order of 50 meV for InAs dots.

17

Typially, the level

spaing of on�ned hole states is smaller than the one of

eletrons.

18

We assume that the lowest heavy hole (hh)

(with total angular momentum projetion Jz = � 3=2)

and light hole (lh) (Jz= � 1=2) dot levels are split by an

energy �hh�lh . Additionally, mixing of hh and lh states

should be negligible.

19

These onditions are satis�ed for

several types of quantum dots.

14,15,16,20,21

Then, iru-
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Figure 1: The states of a single quantum dot in a stati mag-

neti �eld, (a) j#i, (b) j"i, () jX
�

#
i, and (d) jX

�

"
i. The

Zeeman splittings are �
e
z = g

z
e�B B z for the eletron and

�
h
z = g

z

hh�B B z for the hole. Coherent transitions our be-

tween (a) and (b) due to the ESR �eld and between (a) and

() due to the �
�
-polarized laser �eld. The arrows in () and

(d) indiate whih eletron-hole pair ouples with the photon

�eld of polarization �
�
.

larly polarized optial exitation that is restrited to ei-

ther hh or lh states exites spin-polarized eletrons. In

this work, we �rst assume a hh ground state for holes.

We disuss then di�erent hole on�gurations.

The states of a quantum dot an be taken as follows;

see also Fig. 1. A single eletron in the lowest orbital

state is either in the spin ground state j"ior in the ex-

ited spin state j#i. Adding an eletron-hole pair, the

negatively harged exiton (in the orbital ground state)

is either in the exited spin state jX
�

#
i or in the spin

ground state jX
�
"
i. For these exitoni states, the sub-

sripts #;" refer to the hh spin and we apply the usual

time-inverted notation for hole spins. For simpliity, we

assume sign(gze)= sign(gz
hh
) for the eletron and the hh

g fators in z diretion. Note that the very same sheme

an also be applied if the sign of gz
hh

is reversed. Then,

one would use a �+ laser �eld and all results apply after

interhanging jX
�

#
iand jX

�

"
i.

II. HAMILTONIAN

We desribe the oherent dynamis of a quantum dot,

harged with a single exess eletron, in this ODMR

setup with the Hamiltonian

H = H dot+ H ESR + H L + H d�L ; (1)

oupling the three states j"i, j#i, and jX
�

#
i. Here, H dot

omprises the quantum dot potential, the Zeeman ener-

gies due to a onstant magneti �eld in z diretion, and

the Coulomb interation of eletrons and holes. It de-

�nes the dot energy E n by H dotjni= E njni. Here, the

eletron Zeeman splitting is gze�B B z = E # � E ", where

�B is the Bohr magneton.

22

The ESR term H ESR (t)ou-

ples j"iand j#ivia B ? (t), whih rotates with frequeny

!ESR in the xy plane.

23,24

The ESR Rabi frequeny is


ESR = g?e �B B ? , with g fator g?e . Even if the ESR

�eld is also resonant with the hole Zeeman splitting, it

has a negligible e�et on the harged exiton states sine

they reombine quikly. An osillating �eld �B g
$
B an

also be produed with voltage-ontrolled modulation of

the eletron g tensor g
$
.

25

A �� -polarized laser beam is

applied in z diretion (typially parallel to [001]), with

free laser �eld Hamiltonian H L = !La
y

L
aL , where the

laser frequeny is !L , a
(y)

L
are photon operators, and we

set ~ = 1. The oupling of j#i and jX
�
#
i to the laser

�eld is desribed by H d�L whih introdues the omplex

optial Rabi frequeny 
L .
26

Sine the dot is only ou-

pled to a single irularly polarized laser mode via H d�L ,

the terms that violate energy onservation vanish due to

seletion rules. If the laser bandwidth is smaller than

�hh�lh , the absorption of a �
�
photon in the spin ground

state j"i is exluded due to Pauli bloking.

27

We neglet

all multi-photon proesses via other levels sine they are

only relevant to high-intensity laser �elds. For this on-

�guration, the �� photon absorption is swithed �on� and

�o�� by the ESR-indued eletron-spin �ips. Here, the

laser bandwidth and the temperature an safely exeed

the eletron Zeeman splitting. We transform H into the

rotating frame with respet to !ESR and !L . The laser

detuning is �L = (E X # � E #)� !L and the ESR detuning

�ESR = gze�B B z � !ESR .

III. GENERALIZED MASTER EQUATION

We next onsider the redued density matrix for the

dot, �= TrR �F , where �F is the full density matrix and

TrR is the trae taken over the environment (or reser-

voir). In the von Neumann equation _�F = � i[H ;�F], we

treat the interation with the ESR and laser �elds exatly

with the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame. We desribe

the oupling with the environment (radiation �eld, nu-

lear spins, phonons, spin-orbit interation, et.) with

phenomenologial rates. We write W nm � W n m for

(inoherent) transitions from state jm i to jni and Vnm

for the deay of o�-diagonal elements of �. Note that

usually Vnm � 1

2

P

k
(W kn + W km ). The eletron-spin

relaxation time

28

is T1 = (W "# + W #")
�1
, with spin-�ip

rates W "# and W #". In the absene of the ESR and laser

exitations, the o�-diagonal matrix elements of the ele-

tron spin deay with the (intrinsi) single-spin deoher-

ene rate V#" = 1=T2. The linewidth of the optial ��

transition is denoted by VX = VX #;#. We use the notation

�n = hnj�jni and �nm = hnj�jm i. The master equation

is given in the rotated basis j"i, j#i, jX
�

"
i, jX

�

#
i as
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Figure 2: Sheme of the transitions between j"i, j#i, jX
�

"
i,

and jX
�

#
i. Wavy arrows desribe the transitions driven by the

ESR �eld and the laser �eld with frequenies !E SR and !L ,

respetively. The orresponding Rabi frequenies are 
 E SR

and j
 Lj. A detuning �E SR = �
e
z� !E SR is shown for the ESR

�eld, with Zeeman splitting �
e
z. Inoherent transitions are

depited with arrows and our at rates W nm . We onsider

W #;X # = W ";X " = :W em .

_�= M �, where M is a superoperator. Expliitly,

_�" = 
ESR Im�#"+ W em �X "+ W "#�#� W #"�"; (2)

_�# = � 
ESR Im�#" + Im(

�
L�X #;#)+ W em �X #

+ W #" �" � W "# �#; (3)

_�X # = � Im(
�
L�X #;#)+ W X #;X " �X "

� (W em + W X ";X #)�X #; (4)

_�X " = W X ";X # �X # � (W em + W X #;X ")�X "; (5)

_�#" =
i

2

ESR (�# � �")�

i

2


�
L�X #;"

�
�
i�ESR + T

�1
2

�
�#"; (6)

_�X #;" =
i

2

ESR �X #;# �

i

2

L�#"

� [i(�ESR + �L)+ VX #;"]�X #;"; (7)

_�X #;# =
i

2

ESR �X #;" �

i

2

L(�# � �X #)

� (i�L + VX )�X #;#: (8)

The remaining matrix elements of � are deoupled and

are not important here.

IV. ESR LINEWIDTH IN

PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

We �rst onsider the photoluminesene for a w ESR

and laser �eld. For this, we alulate the stationary den-

sity matrix �� with _��= 0. We introdue the rate

W L =
j
Lj

2

2

VX

V 2
X
+ �2

L

(9)

for the optial exitation, with maximum value W m ax
L at

�L = 0. We �rst solve

_��X #;" = 0 and �nd that the ou-

pling to the laser �eld produes an additional deoherene

Γ

Figure 3: The total photoluminesene rate � is a Lorentzian

as a funtion of the ESR detuning

~�E SR . Its linewidth w gives

an upper bound for 2=T2. Here, we use ge = 0:5, B ? =

1G , T2 = 100 ns, W "# = W #" = (20 �s)
� 1
, W em = 10

9
s
� 1
,

W X ";X # = W X #;X " = W em =2, �L = 0, VX #;" = VX = (W em +

W X ";X #)=2, and 
 L = 2
 E SR

p
T2VX . With these parameters,

the requirement W L . T
� 1

2 . VE SR is satis�ed.

hannel to the eletron spin. We obtain the renormalized

spin deoherene rate VESR whih satis�es

VESR �
1

T2
+

j
Lj
2

4VX #;"

�
1

T2
+
1

2
W

m ax
L : (10)

Further, the ESR detuning is also renormalized,

~�ESR � �ESR

"

1�
j
Lj

2

(W em + W X ";X #)
2

#

: (11)

We assume that these renormalizations and �L are small

ompared to the linewidth of the optial transition, i.e.,

W m ax
L ;j~�ESR � �ESR j< VX . Then, if both transitions

are near resonane, �L . VX and j~�ESR j. VESR , no addi-

tional terms appear in the renormalized master equation.

We solve

_��X #;# = 0 and

_��"# = 0 and introdue the rate

W ESR =

2
ESR

2

VESR

VESR
2
+ ~�2

ESR

; (12)

whih together with W L eliminates 
L , VX , �L , 
ESR ,

VESR , and
~�ESR from the remaining equations for the

diagonal elements of �. These now ontain the e�etive

spin-�ip rates

~W "# = W "# + W ESR and

~W #" = W #" +

W ESR . We �nd the stationary solution

��" = �W L W em W X ";X # + � ~W "# W em W X ";X #

+ � ~W "# (W L + W em )(W em + W X #;X "); (13)

��# = � ~W #" (W L + W em )(W em + W X #;X ")

+ � ~W #" W em W X ";X #; (14)

��X # = �W L
~W #" (W em + W X #;X "); (15)

��X " = �W L
~W #" W X ";X #; (16)

where the normalization fator � is suh that

P

n
�n = 1.

Note that ��" � ��# is satis�ed for W "# � W #". Thus,

eletron-spin polarization is ahieved due to the hole-

spin relaxation hannel, analogous to an optial pump-

ing sheme. Now, photons with �� (�+ ) polarization
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are emitted from the dot at the rate �� = W em ��X #

(�+ = W em ��X "). These rates are proportional to

W ESR =(+ W ESR ) for a given , up to a onstant bak-

ground whih is negligible for W #" < W ESR . In partiu-

lar, the total rate � = � � + �+ as a funtion of

~�ESR is

a Lorentzian with linewidth

w = 2VESR

s

1+
W m ax

ESR


; (17)

see Fig. 3. Analyzing the expression for , we �nd the

relevant parameter regime with the inequality

w � 2VESR

"

1+
2W m ax

ESR

W L

�

1+
W em

W r

+
W X #;X "

W r

�

+
3W m ax

ESR

W r

+
W m ax

ESR

W em

�

1+
3W X #;X "

W r

� #1=2

; (18)

whih saturates for vanishing W #" and W "#. Here, the

rate W r = W X ";X #+ W "# (1+ W em =W L)desribes di�er-

ent relaxation hannels, all leading to the ground state

j"i, and thus orresponds to �swithing o�� the laser ex-

itations. If W r is large, e.g., due to e�ient hole-spin

relaxation,

29 w � 2VESR . From the linewidth w one an

extrat a lower bound for T2: T2 � 1=VESR � 2=w . Fur-

ther, this lower bound saturates when the expression in

brakets in Eq. (18) beomes lose to 1 and T
�1
2 � VESR

[see Eq. (10)℄, i.e., the T2 time is given by the linewidth.

Comparing with the exat solution, we �nd that our ana-

lytial approximation gives the value of �within 0:2% for

the parameters of Fig. 3. Due to possible imperfetions

in this ODMR sheme, e.g., mixing of hh and lh states or

a small ontribution of the �+ polarization in the laser

light, also the state j"i an be optially exited. We

desribe this with the e�etive rate W L;" whih leads to

an additional linewidth broadening [similar to Eq. (18)℄.

This e�et is small for W L;" < W ESR . Detetion of the

laser stray light an be avoided by only measuring �+ .

Otherwise, the laser ould be distinguished from �� by

using two-photon absorption. As an alternative, the opti-

al exitation ould be tuned to an exited hole state (hh

or lh), possibly with a reversal of laser polarization. A

pulsed laser, �nally, would enable the distintion between

luminesene and laser light by time gated detetion.

V. SPIN RABI OSCILLATIONS VIA

PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

For a pulsed �� laser, one an also measure � as a

funtion of the pulse repetition time �rep instead of

~�ESR .

We still use w ESR (or, alternatively, a stati transverse

magneti �eld, i.e., in the Voigt geometry). We stress

that the same restritions on the laser bandwidth as in

the w ase apply. Due to hole spin �ips, followed by

emission of a photon, the dot is preferably in the state

[   s] [   s]repτ µ repτ µ
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0

1

2

3

(a) (b)

N N

Figure 4: Average number N of photons emitted per period

�rep as funtion of the laser pulse repetition time for (a) �

pulses with �t= 5ps and 
 L = �=�t, and (b) pulses with

�t= 20nsand 
 L = �=(500ps). We have set �E SR = 0. The

other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. The deay of the

osillation is given by VE SR and therefore depends on T2.

j"irather than j#iat the end of a laser pulse. The mag-

neti �eld then ats on the eletron spin until the next

laser pulse arrives. Finally, the spin state j#i is read out

optially and, therefore, the Rabi osillations (or spin

preessions) an be observed in the photoluminesene

as funtion of �rep; see Fig. 4. For simpliity, we on-

sider square pulses of length �t. We write in the master

equation M (t)= M L during a laser pulse and otherwise

M (t)= M 0, setting 
L = 0. We �nd the steady-state

density matrix �1 of the dot just after the pulse with

Up�1 = �1 , where Up = exp(M L�t)exp[M 0(�rep� �t)]

desribes the time evolution during �rep.

The photoluminesene rate is now evaluated by � =

W em (�X # + �X "), where the bar designates time averag-

ing over many periods �rep. For �t� �=
 L;W
�1
em , the

spin osillations beome more pronouned; see Fig. 4 (b).

This results from an enhaned relaxation to the state j"i

during eah pulse and thus from a muh larger �" than

�# just after the pulse.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an ODMR setup with ESR and po-

larized optial exitation. We have shown that this setup

allows the optial measurement of the single-eletron spin

deoherene time T2 in semiondutor quantum dots.

The disussed w and pulsed optial detetion shemes

an also be ombined with pulsed instead of w ESR, al-

lowing spin eho and similar standard tehniques. Suh

pulses an, e.g., be produed via the a Stark e�et.

30

Further, as an alternative to photoluminesene dete-

tion, photourrent an be used to read out the harged

exiton,

13

and the same ODMR sheme an be applied.
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